
 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Taurus Introduces New Revolver in .327 Federal Magnum 
 

January 2022 (Bainbridge, GA) – Taurus, manufacturer of premium handguns for defense, hunting, and 
sport shooting, is excited to announce that its most popular everyday carry revolver line is expanding with 
the introduction of a 6-shot model chambered for the .327 Federal Magnum. 
 
The Taurus 856 has proven itself as a dependable, easy-to-carry personal protection handgun for anyone 
who favors the reliable performance and simplicity of a revolver. The revolver’s compact design, smooth 
operation, and recoil-mitigating cushioned grip has made it a go-to firearm for everyday carry and deep 
concealment. Previously chambered only for .38 Special +P, Taurus now offers consumers a revolver based 
off the popular 856 but chambered for the highly capable .327 Federal Magnum. 
 
The .327 Federal Magnum is one of the “dark horse” cartridges in the personal defense world. Based on a 
lengthened .32 H&R Magnum cartridge case, the .327 Federal Magnum exceeds the performance of its 
parent cartridge with velocity pushing toward the .357 Magnum range without the heavy perceived recoil 
pulse. This makes the .327 Federal Magnum-chambered Taurus an excellent choice for EDC revolver fans 
looking for a hard-hitting yet easily manageable 6-round capacity handgun in a compact and concealable 
form  
 
The new Taurus 327 is a double-action/single-action, available as a 2-inch or 3-inch barrel firearm that is 
multi-cartridge compatible, able to also accept .32 H&R Magnum and .32 S&W Long cartridges. The matte 
black carbon steel or stainless-steel barrel, cylinder, and frame are backed by a recoil-absorbing rubber 
grip that is comfortable and provides excellent retention in a compact handgun platform. The Taurus 327’s 
front serrated ramp sight and no-snag rear sight channel provide quick and clear targets acquisition 
supported by consistent accuracy. 
 

• MSRP - $371.05 Matte Black Model 

• MSRP - $388.32 Stainless Model 

 
For more details on the new Taurus 327 or for more information on the complete Taurus line of personal 
defense, hunting, and competition handguns, visit TaurusUSA.com. 
 
About Taurus: 
Taurus Holdings, Inc. (“Taurus”) and its subsidiaries continues to evolve and produce revolutionary new products. In addition, 
new standards for quality and efficiency help deliver reliable and affordable guns to the market. Taurus is based in Bainbridge, 
Georgia. Taurus   is owned by Taurus Armas, S.A. which is a publicly traded company based in Brazil. Taurus Armas S.A. 
manufactures a wide variety of consumer and industrial products that are distributed worldwide. 
For additional information, visit www.taurususa.com.   
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Taurus® Releases New Defender .357 Magnum Revolver 
 
 

January 2022 (Bainbridge, GA) – Taurus®, manufacturer of premium handguns for defense, 
hunting, and sport shooting, introduces the all-new Defender for 2022. Based on the original 

revolver, Taurus engineers developed the Defender for personal defense practitioners who 
desire the solid performance and simplicity of a revolver. 

 
Chambered for .357 Magnum/.38 Special, this 5-round revolver delivers the reliability and 

performance demanded in personal defense handgun with several mission-specific features 
included in this hammer-fired DA/SA platform. 
 

The Defender starts with a clean barrel and frame profile for not only comfortable carry but 
also for smooth draw and re-holstering from IWB or OWB positions.  

 
While the original 605 earned its chops as a deep-conceal snub nose, the new Defender 
features a longer, 3-inch barrel—making it short enough for deep concealed carry while 

delivering a sight radius for accuracy at distances beyond the personal space zone. The 
longer 3-inch barrel also delivers increased muzzle velocity (vs. 2-inch barrels) for more 

decisive terminal performance. Unlike most 3-inch barrel revolvers, the Defender 605 comes 
with an extended ejector rod for easier manipulation and quicker reloads. 
 

That accuracy is further enhanced for low-light operation courtesy of the factory-installed 
tritium front night sight with an orange outline. The combination rear sight groove and front 

night sight ensures fast, clear sight acquisition across all light conditions. 
 
The Defender comes in four different models, each featuring its own stylish and functional 

grip and finish combinations: 
• Altamont wood grip with Tungsten Cerakote finish (MSRP $517.33) 

• Hogue rubber grip with matte black finish on a stainless steel frame (MSRP $472.63) 
• VZ black/gray grip with matte stainless steel and matte black cylinder finish (MSRP 

$540.68) 

• Hogue rubber grip with matte stainless steel finish (MSRP $472.63) 
 

As with all Taurus handguns, the Defender 605 comes with the Taurus Limited Lifetime 
Warranty and industry-leading customer service. 
 

For more information on the all-new Taurus Defender 605 or to see the complete line of 
Taurus revolvers and pistols for personal defense, hunting, and competition, 

visit.TaurusUSA.com. 
 

About Taurus: 
Taurus Holdings, Inc. (“Taurus”) and its subsidiaries continues to evolve and produce revolutionary new products. In addition, 
new standards for quality and efficiency help deliver reliable and affordable guns to the market. Taurus is based in Bainbridge, 
Georgia. Taurus   is owned by Taurus Armas, S.A. which is a publicly traded company based in Brazil. Taurus Armas S.A. 
manufactures a wide variety of consumer and industrial products that are distributed worldwide. 
For additional information, visit www.taurususa.com.   
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Taurus® Announces the G3X Hybrid Compact Pistol 
 

January 2022 (Bainbridge, GA) – Taurus, manufacturer of premium handguns for 
defense, hunting, and sport shooting, once again responds to consumer feedback. To 

better meet the comfort, performance, and carry style needs of its diverse consumer 
base, Taurus introduces the new G3X 9mm pistol. 

 
The new Taurus G3X represents a design blend of two of Taurus’ more recent semi-

auto pistols—the G3 full-size 9mm and the G3C compact 9mm. In listening to 
consumer input on the company’s popular G3 and G3C handguns, Taurus identified 

the need for a pistol that is both slim and easily concealed in the spirit of the Taurus 
G3C yet features higher capacity and a more substantial grip length for shooters with 

larger hands or who simply prefer a fuller grip without giving up EDC comfort or 
concealability. 

 
The result is the new Taurus G3X in 9x19mm. 

 
The Taurus G3X is built on a similar full-size frame as the G3, with a grip width of 1.1 

inches and an overall height of 5.2 inches with the included 15-round magazine. This 

grip is an ergonomic and functional blend of size, backstrap contour, and aggressive 
stippling that provides the shooter uncompromised control and maximum retention 

under any shooting condition. The key difference is the overall length of the Taurus 
G3X. At 6.5 inches, the Taurus G3X is more than three-quarters of an inch shorter 

than the G3, putting it on par with the compact G3C model and offering a lower 
profile for concealed carry duty. 

 
With its shorter length relative to the full-size Taurus G3, the new G3X is compatible 

with G3 and G3C T.O.R.O. slide kits. The latter is the perfect upgrade option 
(available through Taurus USA) for those who wish to install a red dot optic. The 

T.O.R.O. system features an optic cut with assorted mounting plates that are 
compatible with common aftermarket electro-optics. Also, the Taurus G3X comes with 

a dovetail cut for the rear sight, allowing consumers to install popular aftermarket 
tritium night sights for enhanced low light performance. 

 

Taurus G3X Specifications 
• Caliber: 9mm Luger 

• Capacity: 2x15 (compatible with Taurus G3 17 rounds magazines) 
• Firing System: striker 

• Action Type: single action only with restrike capability 
• Front Sight: fixed white dot steel 

• Rear Sight: serrated drift adjustable 
• Safety: trigger safety, firing pin block 

• Frame Size: compact w/lengthened grip 
• Frame Material: polymer 



• Slide Material: matte stainless steel 
• Slide Finish: black Tennifer 

• Barrel Length: 3.2 in. 
• Overall Length: 6.3 in. 

• Overall Width: 1.2 in. 
• Overall Height: 5.2 in. (15-round magazine) 

• Weight: 22.60 oz. (w/15-round magazine) 
• MSRP: $342.98 

 
To learn more about the new Taurus G3X or to see the complete line of Taurus 

revolvers and semi-auto pistols for personal defense, hunting, and competition, visit 
TaurusUSA.com. 

 
About Taurus: 
Taurus Holdings, Inc. (“Taurus”) and its subsidiaries continues to evolve and produce revolutionary new products. In addition, 
new standards for quality and efficiency help deliver reliable and affordable guns to the market. Taurus is based in Bainbridge, 
Georgia. Taurus   is owned by Taurus Armas, S.A. which is a publicly traded company based in Brazil. Taurus Armas S.A. 
manufactures a wide variety of consumer and industrial products that are distributed worldwide. 
For additional information, visit www.taurususa.com.   
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Taurus Introduces the TX22 Competition “Steel Challenge Ready” Rimfire 
 

 
December 2021 (Bainbridge, GA) – Taurus, manufacturer of premium handguns for 

defense, hunting, and sport shooting, expands the groundbreaking TX22 lineup with 
the introduction of the most factory-ready Target handgun ever—the TX22 

Competition SCR. 
 

The TX22 Competition SCR is the next iteration of Taurus’ standout .22LR semi-auto. 
This is the full-size rimfire that captured the Guns & Ammo Handgun of the Year 

award for its exceptional design, reliable performance, diverse applications, and 
surprisingly low price point. In 2021, Taurus revisited the TX22 platform with a 

competition-focused version that introduced a new slide and barrel configuration to 
accommodate red dot optics and to improve balance for faster sight reacquisition. 

 

Now, Taurus moves the TX22 platform to the next level with the TX22 Competition 
SCR (Steel Challenge Ready).  

 
The TX22 Competition SCR builds on the original TX22 Competition model with its 

precision engineered slide and match-grade bull barrel. The “skeletonized” slide with 
enlarged ejection port is designed so that a red dot optic can be mounted to the 

barrel and to help prevent any issue during ejection of empty shells. This mounting 
configuration significantly enhances accuracy compared to a slide-mounted optic 

platform. Two adapter plates each featuring two mounting patterns are included to 
interface the leading red dot sights on the market today with the barrel. 

 
Two additional factory upgrades elevate the TX22 Competition SCR’s performance 

credentials. The first is the TANDEMKROSS Game Changer Pro Squared Compensator. 
This included compensator features dual 45-degree-angle gas venting to counter 

muzzle rise and recoil for quicker follow-up shots. Furthermore, this compensator 

helps improve overall gun balance that, combined with the muzzle rise and recoil 
mitigation, keeps the gun “in the zone” for lightning quick sight re-acquisition in fast-

paced competition environments. 
 

Another upgrade found exclusively on the TX22 Competition SCR is a TANDEMKROSS 
Eagle’s Talon extractor. This custom extractor’s precision-machined out of tool steel, 

positive hook provides a reliable “grab” on the cartridge rim to reduce and eliminate 
failure-to-eject malfunctions during high-volume cycling. 

 
Both these factory upgrades, combined with the TX22 Competition SCR’s high-polish 

custom feed ramp, target trigger system, and unparalleled ergonomics for a full-size, 
polymer frame platform, deliver a semi-auto rimfire that is ready for pulse-pounding 

competitive matches right out of the box. And with an MSRP of $589.32, the TX22 
Competition SCR is certainly the class leader in the price-to-performance arena. 



 
SKU: 1-TX22C151-T10 (10 round magazine item number) 

SKU: 1-TX22C151-T (16 round magazine item number) 
 

To learn more about the Taurus TX22 Competition SCR or to see the complete line of 
Taurus handguns for personal defense, hunting, and competition, visit 

TaurusUSA.com. 
 

Taurus TX22 Competition SCR Specifications 
 

Caliber: .22 LR 
Capacity: 16 rounds - model: 1-TX22C151-T 

        10 rounds - model: 1-TX22C151-T10 
Magazines Included: 3 

Firing System: striker-fired 

Action Type: SAO 
Barrel Length: 5.25" 

Muzzle Device: TANDEMKROSS Game Changer Pro Squared Compensator 
Sights Front: fixed (white dot) 

Sights Rear: fully adjustable (white dots) 
Safety: striker block, manual safety, trigger safety 

Frame Size: full 
Grip/Frame: polymer 

Slide Material: high-grade aluminum 
Slide Finish: hard anodize  

Accessory Compatibility: red dot optic, Picatinny rail, threaded muzzle 
Overall Length: 9.37 

Overall Width: 1.25" 
Overall Height: 5.44" 

Weight: 25.84 oz. 

MSRP: $589.32 
 
About Taurus: 
Taurus Holdings, Inc. (“Taurus”) and its subsidiaries continues to evolve and produce revolutionary new products. In addition, 
new standards for quality and efficiency help deliver reliable and affordable guns to the market. Taurus is based in Bainbridge, 
Georgia. Taurus   is owned by Taurus Armas, S.A. which is a publicly traded company based in Brazil. Taurus Armas S.A. 
manufactures a wide variety of consumer and industrial products that are distributed worldwide. 
For additional information, visit www.taurususa.com.   
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Heritage™ Expands Barkeep™ Revolver Line 

 
Heritage™ Manufacturing, Inc., producer of the classic-style Rough Rider® single-
action revolvers, takes “compact” to a new level with the introduction of the new 
Barkeep™ Boot series revolvers. 
 
The Barkeep Boot is a downsized version of the recently introduced Barkeep 
revolver—a single-action rimfire based on the company’s popular Rough Rider 
series handguns available in two- or three-inch barrel lengths. In the spirit of the Old 
West, this new revolver from Heritage Mfg. moves the Barkeep from “waistcoat 
carry” to “boot carry” with its diminutive one-inch barrel and sleek bird’s head grip 
profile. 
 
Chambered for .22 LR (will accept the Heritage .22 WMR cylinder), the Barkeep 
Boot comes with a new 1-inch barrel for optimal discreet carry in a revolver. Adding 
to the Barkeep Boot’s easy-carry nature is an elegant bird’s head-style grip, which 
offers a comfortable hold and a flowing aesthetic profile with less bulk when 
compared to the traditional “plow handle” grip. 
 
Beyond the barrel length and grip, the Barkeep Boot delivers the familiar operation 
and quality construction of the Rough Rider series single-action revolvers on which it 
is based. This includes a hammer firing system, manual safety, classical notched 
rear sight, and black oxide barrel, frame, and cylinder finish. 
 
Three models are offered with custom wood black grips, custom gray pearl grips, 

and custom-engraved wood grips. All revolvers come with a custom Heritage wood-

handled ejector rod for removing empty cartridge cases. 

 

For more information on the new Barkeep Boot or to see the full line of exciting 

small-bore single-action revolvers and specialty firearms in the Rough Rider and 

Barkeep lineups, visit HeritageMfg.com. 

 
About Heritage: 

Heritage Manufacturing, Inc. proudly produces western-style revolvers in the Small- and Big-Bore Rough Rider Series. 
These time-tested, traditional western firearms are made affordable in .22 LR and .22 Magnum. No Heritage Rough 
Rider Revolver is manufactured without outstanding craftsmanship, accuracy, and quality as the cornerstone. Learn 
more at http://heritagemfg.com/.  
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Heritage Introduces the Rough Rider “Tactical Cowboy” Revolver 

 
Heritage Manufacturing, Inc., producer of the classic-style Rough Rider series single-action revolvers, is 
excited to announce the latest iteration in its growing lineup of innovative handguns—the Rough Rider TC, 
or “Tactical Cowboy.” 
 
As the name implies, the Rough Rider TC ingeniously blends traditional Old West single-action revolver 
styling with a nod to contemporary performance. 
 
Based on the popular 6.5-inch barrel .22 LR six-shooter, the Rough Rider TC offers enhanced sighting 
options and muzzle configurations, allowing shooters to enjoy the classic feel and balanced handling of an 
SA revolver while benefitting from modern shooting accessories like fiber-optic open sights, red dot sight, 
and custom muzzle devices. 
 
The Rough Rider TC features a Picatinny rail atop the frame, providing a solid mounting solution for the 
addition of a red dot-style optic. Also included is an elevated front sight with a fiber optic element for open 
sight shooting and optimal visibility in all lighting conditions. Rear sight alignment comes courtesy of the 
notched Picatinny rail, allowing the Rough Rider TC to be used with either open or red dot sights. 
 
To compliment the high-tech spin of this Old West favorite, the Rough Rider TC comes with stylish carbon 
fiber simulated grips. These, of course, can be customized with any of the many classic-style grip panels 
available through the Heritage online store. Finally, the muzzle is threaded ½ inch – 28 RH for use with a 
suppressor or muzzle device and includes a thread protector. 
 
Heritage Mfg. Rough Rider TC Specifications 
Caliber: .22 LR 
Capacity: 6 rounds 
Action: SAO 
Barrel Length: 6.5 in. 
Safety: manual 
Overall Length: 11.85 in. 
Overall Height: 5.1 in. 
Overall Width: 1.5 in. 
Weight: 32.1 oz. 
Special Features: Picatinny rail, threaded barrel, fiber-optic front sight, rear sight notch on Picatinny rail, carbon fiber 
simulated grips 
MSRP:  $212.88 

 
For more information on the new Heritage Mfg. Rough Rider TC or any of the company’s single-action 
small-bore revolvers and accessories, visit HeritageMfg.com. 
 

About Heritage: 

Heritage Manufacturing, Inc. proudly produces western-style revolvers in the Small- and Big-Bore Rough Rider Series. 
These time-tested, traditional western firearms are made affordable in .22 LR and .22 Magnum. No Heritage Rough 
Rider Revolver is manufactured without outstanding craftsmanship, accuracy, and quality as the cornerstone. Learn 
more at http://heritagemfg.com/.  
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